
Happy Birthday, EGI!

On February 8th, 2022, the EGI

Foundation turned 12! We are happy

to celebrate our 12th anniversary as an

organisation that empowers researchers

with seamless access to computing

services, resources and expertise to

collaborate and conduct world-class

research and innovation.

EGI stands with Ukraine and its

people

EGI promotes national and international

solidarity for shared science between

countries. Ukraine is a long-standing

partner of EGI via the Ukrainian National

Grid, and we stand with the country and

its people at this critical moment.
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EGI.eu supports Stick to Science

The EGI Foundation supports the

initiative Stick to Science, an online

campaign for an open and inclusive

European Research Area advocating for

the inclusion of Switzerland and the UK

among the European associated

countries.

New Science Cases supported by

EGI-ACE

ENES, the European Network for Earth

System modelling, is a network of about

50 groups including public, academic

and industrial partners working together

on strategies to accelerate progress in

climate, Earth system modelling and

understanding, supported by EGI-ACE.

EGI-ACE call for Use Cases

EGI-ACE call for use cases aims at

o�ering access to infrastructure and

platform services, dedicated user

support and training. Apply by 15 April

2022 to bene�t from the services of a

pan-European distributed infrastructure.

Read more Read more

Save the date for the EGI2022

conference

Data Forum 2022 is approaching

Supporting Science

Events
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Mark your calendars! #EGI2022 is taking

place on 20-22 September in Prague,

Czech Republic. Keep an eye on our

channels to stay up to date.

The second Data Forum is approaching.

Save the date for 30 March 2022 and

join the discussion in Leuven,

Belgium. Data Forum is a co-located

event of the LAILEC 2022

Conference. Registration is now open!

Read more Read more

Job openings at the

EGI Foundation

The EGI Foundation is

looking for two Strategy

and Innovation O�cers to

join the team. Apply by 20

March 2022.

CERN School of

Computing on Security

CERN and the University of

Split organise the thematic

school on Security of

research computing

infrastructures. Deadline

on 13 March 2022.

Looking for SMEs and

small businesses to

experiment with

Digital Twin

technology

The second open call of

DIGITbrain is an

opportunity for SMEs and

small businesses interested

in rationalising the

manufacturing process. The

call opens on 28 February

2022. 

EOSC Future open

calls: RDA info share

day

The 3rd RDA info share will

unpack the details and

application criteria for 2

new open calls for RDA

Working Groups and RDA

Communities of

Practice. The info day takes

place on 9 March 2022,

registration is open.

Opportunities

Discover the open calls and other opportunities o�ered by EGI and our partners.
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Register now to the next EGI

webinars

Sign up for the next upcoming

webinars on 9 March and 23

March 2022, respectively on the

ENES Data Space on climate data

analysis and the Virtual Imaging

Platform from the Biomed

community.

EOSC Future ‘ask me

anything’ webinar on EOSC

Software Resources

The second appointment on 1

March 2022 of the series will host

a presentation about WeNMR and

application portals. Don't miss it.

EGI events organised by the EGI Foundation and by

EGI members

Subscribe

External, but relevant events for the EGI community

Subscribe

Drop us an email with your newsletter idea

Send

Did you know?

... that you can now subscribe to the shared event calendars for the EGI Community?

... that we can share your news and ideas for articles with us? We are always on the

lookout for new topics.

SHARE TO FACEBOOK SHARE TO TWITTER FORWARD EMAIL

EGI Foundation

Science Park 140, Amsterdam

Netherlands
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